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Abstract. A fundamental problem in many areas of classification, and particularly in biology,
is the reconstruction of a leaf-labeled tree from just a subset of its induced subtrees. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that these induced subtrees all have precisely four leaves. Of
particular interest is the question of determining whether a collection of quartet subtrees uniquely
defines a parent tree. Here, we solve this question in the case where the collection of quartet trees
is of minimal size, by studyingencodingsof binary trees by such quartet trees. We obtain a
characterization of minimal encodings that exploits an underlying “patchwork” structure. As we
will show elsewhere, this allows one to obtain a polynomial time algorithm for certain instances
of the problem of reconstructing trees from subtrees.
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1. Introduction

Trees are widely used to represent evolutionary, historical, or hierarchical relationships
in various fields of classification. In biology for example, such trees (“phylogenies”)
typically represent the evolutionary history of a collection of extant species or the line
of descent of some gene [17]. They may also be used to classify individuals (or popula-
tions) of the same species [6]. In historical linguistics, trees have been used to represent
the evolution of languages [18], while in the branch of philology known as stemma-
tology, trees may represent the way in which different versions of a manuscript arose
through successive copying [12].
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In most of these applications, the objects of interest occur at the tips (leaves) of the
tree, and all other vertices of the tree correspond to a branching (or speciation) event.
From a mathematical perspective, we have a finite setX 1 of objects of interest (species,
languages, etc.), and we consider triplesT = (V; E; φ) consisting of a tree(V; E) with
finite vertex setV = VT and edge setE = ET �

�V
2

�
, and a mapφ = φT : X ! V such

that

v2 φ(X) holds for all v2V with degT(v)� 2; (1.1)

where degT(v) denotes the degree #fe2 ET : v2 eg of the vertexv2VT .
A triple T = (V; E; φ) that satisfies these conditions is henceforth called anX-tree.

Denoting the set of vertices of degreei by Vi , we define anX-treeT = (V; E; φ) to be
a phylogenetic X-treeif φ is a bijection fromX onto the setV1 of leavesof (V; E). In
addition, if every vertex inV is of degree either 1 or 3 (in which case(V; E) is called
a binary tree), then we will say thatT = (V; E; φ) is a binary X-tree. Two X-trees
T =(V; E; φ) andT 0=(V 0; E0; φ0) areisomorphicif there exists a bijectionα :V

�
�!V 0

that induces a bijection betweenE andE0 and satisfiesφ0 = α �φ (in which case there is
exactly one such mapα).

As is well known, there is a canonical and useful one-to-one correspondence be-
tween (isomorphism classes of )X-trees and certain set systems due to P. Buneman
(cf. [5]) that we shall now recall.

A split of X is a subsetfA; Bg � P (X) such thatA;B is a bipartition ofX into two
non-empty, disjoint subsets; apartial split of X is a split of some non-empty subset ofX.
We letS(X) (resp.Spart(X)) denote the set of all splits ofX (resp. all partial splits ofX).
Two splitsS1;S2 are calledcompatibleif there existA1 2 S1 andA2 2 S2 with A1\A2 =
/0. A partial splitfA;Bg is trivial if minf#A;#Bg= 1. A partial splitS1 = fA1; B1g is
said toextenda partial splitS2 = fA2; B2g if S2 = f(A2[B2)\A1; (A2[B2)\B1g (that
is, A2 � A1 andB2 � B1, or A2 � B1 andB2 � A1) holds in which case we will also
write S2 � S1.

Now, each edgee in an X-treeT = (V; E; φ) gives rise to a split ofX — simply
deletee from E and applyφ�1 to the two connected components of the resulting graph
(V; E�feg) to obtain a split that we will call aT-split and denote byS[e] = ST [e].
Let S [T] denote the set of allT-splits. It is easily checked that distinct edges induce
distinct splits and that the setS [T] is compatible, that is, any two splits fromS [T] are
compatible. Furthermore, we have #S [T] � 2#X� 3 with equality precisely ifT is a
binaryX-tree. This follows easily from the following fundamental property of trees: If,
for a tree(V; E), we denote the set ofinner edgesnot incident with a leaf byE̊ � E,
then

#E̊� #V1+#V2�3 (1.2)

holds for every finite tree(V; E), while equality holds for a tree with #V2 = 0 if and only
if that tree is binary.

Buneman established the following fundamental correspondences in [5]:

Lemma 1.1. The map T S [T] induces bijections between:

(i) the set of(isomorphism classes of) X-trees and the set of compatible split systems
S � S(X)

1 Throughout this paper, let #X denote the cardinality of a finite setX, andP (X) the set of its subsets.
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(ii) the set of(isomorphism classes of) binary X-trees and the set of compatible split
systemsS � S(X) for which#S = 2#X�3 holds, or equivalently, the set of max-
imal compatible split systems.

This correspondence betweenX-trees and compatible split systems provides a con-
venient partial order on the set of (isomorphism classes of )X-trees: We writeT 0 � T
precisely ifS [T0]� S [T].

Now, given anX-treeT = (V; E; φ) and a non-empty subsetY�X, we obtain an in-
ducedY-treeTjY as follows: First, construct the minimal subtree(V 0; E0) of (V; E) that
connects all vertices fromφ(Y). Then make this tree “homeomorphically irreducible”
by replacing each maximal path running (except for its two end points) through degree-
two vertices fromV 0�φ(Y) only, by a single edge (and deleting the superfluous vertices
and edges) to obtain a tree(VY; EY). The restrictionφjY =: φY mapsY into VY and sat-
isfies condition (1.1) (withX;V, andT replaced byY;VY, andTjY, respectively). We
call the resultingY-treeTjY = (VY; EY; φY) the induced(Y-)subtree ofT. We will say
that anX-treeT displaysaY-treeT 0 if T 0 � TjY holds.

A more succinct but less visual description ofTjY is, in view of Lemma 1.1, to
describe its set of splits:

S [TjY] = fS0 2 S(Y) : S0 � S holds for someS2 S [T]g

= ffA\Y;B\Yg : fA;Bg 2 S [T] and A\Y; B\Y 6= /0
	
: (1.3)

Our interest lies in the reverse reconstruction problem: Given as input a collection
of subtrees, we wish to determine whether we canamalgamatethem into a common
supertree, that is, whether there exists someX-tree that displays these subtrees, and if
so, whether there exists exactly one such tree. Formally, let(Y1; : : : ;Yk) be a family of
non-empty subsets ofX, and consider a familyF := (T1; : : : ;Tk) whereTj is aYj-tree
for j = 1; : : : ;k. We may wish to consider the setT (F ) of all (isomorphism classes of )
phylogeneticX-treesT that display every tree inF .

As we will see in the following section, the related and seemingly more special task
of reconstructing trees from partial splits is actually equivalent to the task described
above; so, the problem of computingT (F ) can always be reduced to this particular
version of the reconstruction problem.

There are several reasons why such reconstruction problems arise naturally in ap-
plications such as biology. Firstly, we may wish to combine trees that have been recon-
structed using distinct, though overlapping, collections of species (usually by different
researchers using different data and, as often as not, different reconstruction methods).
A second reason is that, in general, it is difficult to accurately reconstruct large trees
directly, and we may choose instead to reconstruct trees for small subsets and then
combine these in a parent tree (or parent trees) (see [1,10,11,16,19]). A third reason is
that, for genetic data, the number of sites that can be accurately aligned across a small
number of closely related sequences is generally much larger than the corresponding
number of sites for a set that is large and includes rather diverse sequences.

If we were to constructF by estimating a tree foreverysubset of size 4, then (as
#T (F )� 1 must hold, cf. [1]) we can easily computeT (F ) and will usually find that
T (F ) = /0 holds, that is, some of the subtrees must have been incorrectly estimated
(this was already known to Colonius and Schulze [7, 8], see also [1, 19]). Thus, we
may wish to use only those subtrees that are strongly supported by the data (usually
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involving closely related objects), and so we will generally have available trees for only
a small number of subsets ofX. This makes the reconstruction problem more difficult
computationally but, of course, also more gratifying whenever one is led this way to a
simultaneously non-empty and well-supported set of trees.

Of course, we could examine allX-trees to determine which (if any) of them display
(every tree in)F ; however, this is computationally infeasible since even the number of
non-isomorphic binaryX-trees grows super-exponentially with the number of leaves.
Indeed, this number is precisely the product 1�3� � �(2#X�5) of the first(#X�2) odd
numbers, a result that dates back to 1870 (see [13]). This motivates the results described
below.

We wish to thank David Torney for some encouraging and helpful comments on this
work.

2. Partial Splits

Given a partial splitS= fA; Bg 2 Spart(X), we define thesupportof Sby S:=A[B, and
for everyx2 S, we defineS(x) := A if x2 A andS(x) := B otherwise; forS � Spart(X),
we defineS :=

S
S2S S.

For natural numbersi; j, let

Si; j(X) :=
�
fA; Bg 2 Spart(X) : f#A; #Bg= fi; jg

	
: (2.1)

A partial splitQ2 Q (X) := S2;2(X) is called aquartet split, and we useQ= xyjwzas
shorthand forQ= ffx; yg; fw; zgg.

Given a subsetS � Spart(X) of partial splits ofX and anX-treeT, we say thatT is
concordantwith S if, for every fA; Bg 2 S , there exists at least one edgee of T that
separatesφ(A) from φ(B), that is, withfA; Bg� S[e]. Let TX(S) = T (S) denote the set
of all (isomorphism classes of ) phylogeneticX-trees concordant withS .

Note thatT 2 T (S) andT � T 0 impliesT 0 2 T (S), hence anyX-treeT with fTg=
T (S) for some setS � Spart(X) must be a binaryX-tree.

Note also that a collectionS of partial splits withT (S) = fTg for some binary
X-treeT = (V; E; φ) must contain at least one partial split for every inner edge that
specifically “fits” this edge and, hence,S must contain at least #̊E= #X�3 distinct non-
trivial splits in view of inequality (1.2). It is easily shown [1, 14] that, forS � Spart(X)
and

Q (S) := fQ2 Q (X) : Q� S for someS2 Sg; (2.2)

the relation

T (S) = T (Q (S))

must hold. Thus, there is no loss of generality in restricting one’s attention to quartet
splits when reconstructing (phylogenetic) trees from partial splits. Similarly, we have

T (F ) = T
�[

i=1;::: ;k
S [Ti ]

�
= T

�
Q
�[

i=1;::: ;k
S [Ti ]

��
(2.3)

for any familyF = (T1; : : : ;Tk) as above, so the problem of reconstructing trees from
subtrees also reduces to the problem of reconstructing them from (quartet) splits.
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3. Quartet Encodings

In this section, we analyze conditions under which a binaryX-tree is uniquely deter-
mined by selecting, for each inner edgee, a corresponding representative quartet splitQ
with Q� S[e]. In order to describe our main result (Theorem 3.11), we must introduce
more terminology and preliminary results.

Definition 3.1. Let T= (V; E; φ) denote a binary X-tree. A map

q : E̊ ! Q (X)

is called a quartet encoding of T if S[e] extends q(e) for each e2 E̊. For every e2 E̊
and F� E̊, we define

q(e) := q(e)� X; q(F) := fq(e) : e2 Fg � Q (X); and q(F) :=
[

e2F

q(e):

We will say that q defines T if T is the only phylogenetic X-tree concordant with q(E̊).
A quartet encoding q is called tight if, for each edge e2 E̊, there exists no other edge
in E̊ separating the two subsets in q(e).

It is easy to see (cf. [14]) that a quartet encoding that defines a treeT is tight;
furthermore, given a binaryX-treeT and a tight quartet encodingq of T, thenq(E̊) = X

and #q(E̊) = #X�3 holds. It is also easy to see thatT (Q ) = fTg holds for some set of
quartet splitsQ with #Q = #X�3 and some (necessarily binary)X-treeT if and only
if there exists a quartet encodingq of T with Q = q(E̊) that definesT.

We now present three instructive examples of tight encodings.

Example 3.2.For X := f1; : : : ;6g, consider the binaryX-treeT1 = (V; E; φ1 := IdX)
with E := fe1; : : : ;e9g having the nontrivial splits

S[e1] =
�
f1; 2g; f3; 4; 5; 6g

	
;

S[e2] =
�
f3; 4g; f1; 2; 5; 6g

	
;

and
S[e3] =

�
f5; 6g; f1; 2; 3; 4g

	
;

plus the six trivial splits as depicted in Figure 1(a). Consider the quartet encoding
q : E̊ = fe1; e2; e3g! Q (X) defined by

q(e1) := 12j45; q(e2) := 34j16 and q(e3) := 56j23: (3.1)

Then q is a tight encoding of T1, but does not define T1, as it also encodes the X-tree T2

depicted in Fig. 1 (b). A construction generalizing this example can be used to prove
the non-existence of consensus methods that are equivariant and Pareto on subtrees,
see [15].

Example 3.3.Let X := f1; : : : ;7g, and supposeT = (V; E; φ := IdX) is a caterpillar
with seven leaves as depicted in Figure 2, andq : E̊ ! Q (f1; : : : ;7g) is the following
quartet encoding:

q(e1) := 12j36; q(e2) := 13j46; q(e3) := 24j57; and q(e4) := 25j67:

Then it is easy to check thatq definesT.
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Figure 1: Two possible binary trees for Example 3.2.
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Figure 2: Caterpillar with seven leaves.

Example 3.4.Supposeq is any tight quartet encoding of a binaryX-tree with
\

e2E̊

q(e) 6= /0 : (3.2)

Then it has been observed in [14] — and it follows immediately from Theorem 3.11
below — thatq definesT.

To exploit inequality (1.2), we now introduce the following definition:

Definition 3.5. Given a binary X-tree T= (V; E; φ), a subset F� E̊, and a quartet
encoding q: E̊ ! Q (X), the(q-)excess of F is given by

exc(F) = excq(F) := #q(F)�#F�3: (3.3)

We say F is(q-)excess-free ifexc(F) = 0 holds.

Note that exc(feg) = 0 holds for everye2 E̊, and that exc( /0) =�3.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose q is a tight quartet encoding of a binary X-tree T= (V; E; φ).
Then

(i) exc(E̊) = 0;
(ii) for every non-empty subset F� E̊, one hasexc(F)� 0;

(iii) if F is excess-free, then F is a connected subset of edges in T, and F equals the
set of inner edges of T

��
q(F).
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Sketch of proof.(i) This is merely restating that a binary tree withn leaves hasn�3
inner edges, cf. [5] for example.

(ii) ConsiderTjY = (VY; EY; φY) with Y := q(F) and note that, asq is tight, we have
F � (EY )̊ . Hence, (1.2) implies

#F � #(EY )̊ � #Y�3= #q(F)�3;

as claimed.
(iii) As above, we considerTjY = (VY; EY; φY) for Y := q(F). If F were not con-

nected, thenF ( (EY)˚ since (EY)˚ is connected. From (1.2), we would conclude
#F < #(EY )̊ � #Y�3 and, hence, exc(F)> 0.

To illustrate the usefulness of these concepts, we now show how they provide further
constructions of encodings that define a binaryX-tree T. First, we make a further
definition: Let us say that two distinct elementsx; y of X form a pair oftwinsof T if the
two edges incident withφ(x) andφ(y), respectively, share a vertexv= v(x;y), in which
case the third edge incident withv is denoted bye(x; y). In Example 3.2, for instance,
1 and 2 form a pair of twins for the tree depicted in Figure 1(a) withe( 1; 2) = e1.
If #X � 4, every binaryX-tree has at least two pairs of twins, and one hase(x; y) 2 E̊
for every pairx; y of twins.

Example 3.7.SupposeT = (V; E; φ) is a binaryX-tree such that the inner edges ofT
are labeledE̊ = fe1; : : : ;en�3g, and thatq is a tight quartet encoding ofT with

#
�

q(ei)n
[

j<i

q(ej)
�
= 1 for i = 2; : : : ;n�3: (3.4)

Thenq definesT.

Proof. We apply induction onn. The result holds forn = 4, so suppose it holds for
4; : : : ;n� 1 and that #X = n. Let T 0 denote another binaryX-tree that is concordant
with q(E̊). By assumption, there existsx2 X with x2 q(en�3), but x =2 q(ej) for j =
1; : : : ;n�4. We defineY := X�fxg andF := fe1; : : : ;en�4g, thenqjF definesTjY as
well asT 0jY and, hence,TjY �=T 0jY by the induction hypothesis. It remains to show that
x is attached to the same edge ofT andT 0. To this end, we infer from Lemma 3.6 (iii)
thatF is connected, sinceq is tight and exc(F) = 0. Sox must have a twin inT, denoted
y2 Y, andfx; yg 2 q(en�3) must hold. But the same holds true forT 0 which indeed
impliesT �= T 0.

Example 3.8.For a binaryX-treeT = (V; E; φ), define clus(T) :=
S

e2E S[e], the set of
clustersof T. Supposef : clus(T)! X is any function that satisfies the condition

f (A) 2 A for all A2 clus(T): (3.5)

Then f defines a tight quartet encoding ofT, denotedqf , as follows: For each
inner edgee= fv1; v2g, deletion ofv1 andv2 and their incident edges partitionT into
four connected components and, thereby, it partitionsX into four setsfA1; A2; B1; B2g,
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where we may suppose, without loss of generality, thatS[e] = ffA1[A2g; fB1[B2gg.
Let

qf (e) := f (A1) f (A2)
�� f (B1) f (B2):

Clearly, not every tight quartet encoding is of this form; furthermore,qf does not nec-
essarily defineT. However, if f satisfies the condition

f (A) 2 B� A=) f (A) = f (B) for all A; B2 clus(T) (3.6)

thenqf satisfies the condition described in Example 3.7; in particular,qf definesT.

Sketch of proof.It suffices to show that the edges ofT can be labeled as described in
Example 3.7 (so as to satisfy (3.4)) which is again achieved by induction onn := #X.
Let fx; x0g be a twin inT, and supposef (fx; x0g) = x0. We defineY := X�fxg and
T0 := TjY. Then, by the condition placed onf , we obtain a corresponding function
f 0 : clus(T 0)!Y that satisfies (3.5) withf ; T replacing byf 0; T 0, and hence, the edges
of T 0 can be orderedfe1; : : : ;en�4g so as to satisfy the condition (3.6). We then label
the edgee(x; x0) of T incident with the twinfx; x0g asen�3, and verify that this also
satisfies (3.4) fori = n�3.

This last example generalizes a result from [9] where a specific functionf satisfying
(3.6) is considered.

The excess-free subsets ofE̊ for a tight quartet encodingq have a useful “patch-
work” structure that we now discuss. Following [3], a collectionC of subsets of a setM
is called anM-patchworkif it satisfies the following condition:

/0 6= C 0 � C and
T

C 0 6= /0 =)
T

C 0;
S

C 0 2 C (3.7)

There are quite a number of distinct characterizations of patchworks that areample, that
is (cf. [3]), patchworksC that satisfy the condition

A; B2 C and #fC2 C : A�C� Bg= 2 =) B�A2 C ; (3.8)

in particular,

(i) a patchworkC � P (M) is ample if and only if, for every clusterC 2 C with C 0 :=
fC0 2 C : /0 6=C0 �Cg 6= /0, there exist either two clustersA; B2 C 0 with C=A[B,
or there exists a chainC 00 � C 0 with

S
C 00 =C;

(ii) a patchworkC � P (M) with fmg 2 C for all m2M and /0; M 2 C is ample if and
only if C contains amaximal hierarchyC 0, that is, a maximal subsetC 0 of P (M)
for whichA\B2 f /0; A; Bg holds for allA; B2 C 0.

Lemma 3.9. Suppose q is an arbitrary quartet encoding of a binary X-tree T=(V; E; φ)
and assume F1; F2 � E̊. Then

exc(F1[F2)+exc(F1\F2)� exc(F1)+exc(F2): (3.9)
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Proof. In view of q(F1\F2)� q(F1)\q(F2), we have

exc(F1[F2)+exc(F1\F2)+6

= #q(F1[F2)�#(F1[F2)+#q(F1\F2)�#(F1\F2)

� #
�
q(F1)[q(F2)

�
+#

�
q(F1)\q(F2)

�
�
�
#(F1[F2)+#(F1\F2)

�

= #q(F1)+#q(F2)�#F1�#F2

= exc(F1)+exc(F2)+6:

Lemma 3.10. If q is a tight quartet encoding of T= (V; E; φ), then the excess-free
subsets of̊E form a patchwork denoted byC (q).

Proof. Let F1; F2 � E̊ denote subsets with exc(F1) = exc(F2) = 0 andF1\F2 6= /0. By
Lemma 3.6(ii), we have

exc(F1\F2)� 0 and exc(F1[F2)� 0;

yet by Lemma 3.9,

exc(F1\F2)+exc(F1[F2)� 0:

Consequently, exc(F1\F2) = exc(F1[F2) = 0, soC (q) must be a patchwork.

It is tempting to conjecture that ifq defines a binaryX-treeT, then there exists
always an edgee2 E̊ such thatE̊�feg is q-excess-free. In some cases (e.g., for #X� 6
and for encodings constructed as in Examples 3.7 and 3.8 above), this is indeed the case,
but in general it is not (Example 3.3 provides a counterexample with seven leaves).
Nevertheless, we can still hope that the excess-free subsets ofE̊ do form at least an
ample patchwork, and this turns out to be indeed the case, as we state now as part of
our main result:

Theorem 3.11.Given a quartet encoding q of a binary X-tree T= (V; E; φ), the fol-
lowing three statements are equivalent:

(i) q defines T;
(ii) q is tight, and the patchworkC (q) of excess-free subsets ofE̊ is ample;
(iii) if Q � denotes the smallest subset ofQ (X) containing q(E̊) and containing all

quartet splits abjcd for which some x2 X exists with either abjcx;abjdx2 Q � or
axjcd;abjcx2 Q �, thenQ � contains exactly one of the three quartet splits abjcd,
acjbd, or adjbc for any four distinct elements a;b;c;d 2 X.

The implications (ii)) (iii) and (iii) ) (i) follow easily from combining the lines
of thought used already in the previous examples with standard results from [1], see
also [7,8]. The implication (i)) (ii) — except for the fact thatq must be tight — is far
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from trivial: Of course, one proceeds by induction relative ton := #X. And this allows
us to assume that

C (q)�F := fF 0 2 C (q) : F 0 � Fg

is an ample patchwork for all subsetsF of X contained in

C (q)�X := fF 0 2 C (q) : F 0 � X andF 0 6= Xg:

It then follows easily (cf. [3], Lemma 4) that

max(C (q)�X) :=
�

F 2 C (q)�X : F � F 0 2 C (q)�X implies F = F 0
	

must be a partition ofX into at least three distinct subsets.
The next step consists of applying the induction hypothesis to trees one derives

from T by identifying pairs of twinsx; y2 X. This way, one is led to study decomposi-
tions ofE̊ into two disjoint and connected subsetsF1 = F1(x; y) andF2 = F2(x; y) with
e(x; y) 2 F1,

#
�

q
�
F1�fe(x; y)g

�
[fx; yg

�
= #F1+3;

and exc(F2) = 0 or #(q(F2)�fx; yg) = #F2+2. Next, one shows — and this is the most
tricky part of the whole proof — that (i) by choosingF1 = F1(x; y) maximal subject
to these conditions, one can always assume exc(F2) = 0, and (ii) that exc(F2) = 0 and
#F2� 2 would in turn imply the existence of a connected subsetF 0

2 2 C (q) with F2� F 0
2

andE̊�F 0
2 2 C (q) in contradiction to #max(C (q)�X) � 3. Consequently, we can as-

sume, for every pairx; y of twins inT, there exists a single edgef (x; y) 2 E̊�fe(x; y)g
such thatF1 := E̊�f f (x; y)g andF2 := f f (x; y)g is a pair as above, that is, with

#
�

q
�
E̊�fe(x; y); f (x; y)g

�
[fx; yg

�
= #

�
E̊�f f (x; y)g

�
+3

= (#X�4)+3 = #X�1

which in turn implies thatf (x; y) must be of the forme(x0; y0) for some pairx0; y0 of
twins (becauseF1 = E̊�f f (x; y)g is connected) and with, say,x0 the unique element
in X missing inq

�
E̊�fe(x; y); f (x; y)g

�
. Applying the same argument now to the twins

x0;y0 and repeating this process iteratively will therefore eventually produce a sequence
of distinct pairsx1; y1; x2; y2; : : : ; xk; yk of twins such that, fori = 1; : : : ;k (mod k),
we have

q
�
E̊�fe(xi; yi); e(xi+1; yi+1)g

�
[fxi; yig= X�fxi+1g

which in turn implies easily that we can construct a secondX-tree(V 0; E0; φ0) that is
concordant withq(E̊): Note first that our assumptions imply that, for eachi = 1; : : : ;k,
there must exist somezi 2 X with xiyi jxi+1zi = q(e(xi ; yi)), and thatzi 2 fx1; : : : ;xkg
cannot hold because, according to our construction,e(xi ; yi) is theonly edge inE̊�
fe(xi+1; yi+1)g with xi+1 2 q(e(xi ; yi)). Hence, we can cut off, for everyi = 1; : : : ;k
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xi

i+1y
i+1x

iz

iy

i+1y

i+1x iz

iy

Figure 3: Cutting off and re-implanting edges.

(mod k), the edge incident withφ(xi+1) and implant it instead into the edge incident
with φ(zi) as depicted in Figure 3.

If zi = zi+1, we have to make sure that the edge leading toφ(xi+2) is implanted closer
to φ(zi) than the edge leading toφ(xi+1); no further special care needs to be taken (and
because we cannot havez1 = z2 = � � �= zk, this requirement can always be fulfilled).

Finally, definingV 0; E0 andφ0 accordingly, we find a secondX-tree(V 0; E0; φ0) in
T (q(E̊)) that is clearly non-isomorphic with(V; E; φ), the final contradiction.

Remark.Note that, for the treeT1 considered in Example 3.2 (see also Figure 1), we
can choosef (2i�1; 2i) 2 fej ; ekg for all fi; j; kg= f1; 2; 3g; so we can use the twin
sequence 1; 2; 4; 3 as well as the twin sequence 2; 1; 4; 3; 6; 5, leading toz1 = 5 and
z2 = 6 orz1 = 5, z2 = 1, andz3 = 3, respectively; indeed, both rearrangements lead to a
tree isomorphic toT2.

The detailed proof will take up more than 25 pages of reasoning, and so it will be
published elsewhere (see [4]).

Corollary 3.12. Suppose a set of quartet splitsQ with #Q = #Q �3� 2 is concordant
with a unique tree. ThenQ is the disjoint union of two proper subsetsQ 1 andQ 2 with
#Q i = #Q i �3 for i = 1; 2 such that#T (Q i) = 1 holds for i= 1;2.

It is worth mentioning that the above Theorem implies the result mentioned in Ex-
ample 3.4: To this end, letq : E̊ ! Q (X) denote a tight quartet encoding of a binary
X-treeT = (V; E; φ). Suppose that condition (3.2) is satisfied. We assumex2

T
Q2Q Q,

definev� u for u; v2V if the path fromφ(x) to u passes throughv, and put

V(v) := fu2V : v� ug and E̊(v) := fe2 E̊ : e�V(v)g :

Now, it is easy to see thatC 0 := fE̊(v) : v2Vg is a maximalE̊-hierarchy, and that every
non-empty element fromC 0 is in C (q). In view of the results in [3], this implies that
C (q) is ample which in turn, according to Theorem 3.11, implies thatq definesT.

Applications regarding tree amalgamation algorithms will be discussed in a separate
paper [2].
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